ANATOMY OF THE LIE II-
BOOK112
HATRED LARCENY RAPE MURDER MOSHE SISELSENDER
WORDS ARE VERY IMPORTANT. WORDS ARE LOADED WITH A MESSAGE. THIS MESSAGE CAN VERY WELL BE PROPAGANDA. WORDS ARE VEHICLES THAT FLOW THROUGH CONCEPTS. WORDS CAN WHITE WASH FAKE NEWS GRAND LARCENY RAPE AND MURDER. WORDS CAN BE WEOPONIZED.
WORDS CAN CHANGE PAST REALITY AND HISTORY.

WORDS ARE EMPLOYED TO CHANGE REALITY.

IN ORDER FOR WORDS TO BE WEOPONIZED IT IS NECESSARY TO HAVE A CONSPIRACY OF MANY ACTORS.

IN AN ORCHESTRA EACH MEMBER WILL PLAY THEIR INSTRUMENT. EACH MEMBER WILL EMPLOY THEIR PRESTIGE.
AND AUTHENTICATE THE FRAUD.

THUS IN THE COURT OF ULTIMATE JUSTICE EACH MEMBER OF THE CONSPIRACY MUST BE EXPOSED AND STRIPPED OF THEIR AUTHORITY.

THEY MUST BE EXPOSED AS CO-CONSPIRATORS WHO ENABLE THE HATRED
GRAND LARCENY THE RAPE THE MURDER.

TRUTH MUST FIGHT AND SHINE ITS LIGHT

THE TRUE FACTS ON THE DARKNESS OF FAKE.

TRUTH MUST EXPOSE THE PROSTITUTES OF TRUTH.

TRUTH MUST EXPOSE THOSE WHO WEAR THE CLOTHES OF A SAINT AND ARE IN REALITY PROPELLING LUST HATRED
GRAND LARCENY RAPE AND MURDER.

LET US REVERSE THE VOCABULARY OF THE PALESTINIANS. THEY ARE THE LIE THE OCCUPATION.
PALESTINIANS ARE IN THE LAND OF THE JEW- ISRAEL ONLY WHEN JEWS RETURNED TO RECLAIM THE HOLY LAND IN LATE 1700s.
THEY CAME TO FIND EMPLOYMENT THAT THE JEW CREATED JOBS WHEN THEY REBUILT ERETZ YISROEL STARTING IN LATE 1700S WHEN THE DICIPLES OF THE VILA GOAN AND THE LUBAVITZER REBBI RETURNED TO ISRAEL TO REBUILD THE WILDERNESS LEFT BY EARLIER CONQUERERS THE ROMANS
THE BYZANTIANS AND THE TURKS.

THERE NEVER EXISTED AN ENTITY CALLED PALESTINE OR PALESTINIANS ARABS.

ALL THE ARABS LIVING IN THE LAND OF THE JEW ERETZ YISROEL

EMPLOYED THE COUNTRY FROM WHERE THEY CAME – AND CALLED THEMSELVES SYRIANS SAUDIS EGYPTIANS.
AS CAANANITES LIVING IN ERETZ YISROEL 5000 YEARS.

HISTORICALLY THIS MYTH WAS EARLIER INVENTED AS RECOUNTED BY THE MEDRISH ON THE TORAH THE BIBLICAL BOOK OF BERASHIS. THE MEDRISH RECALLS THAT THE ANCIENTS LIVING 3500 YEARS REPEATS THIS MYTH.

THE BIBLE REFUTES THIS MYTH BY USING THE OPENING
PASSAGE OF THE TORAH WITH THE WORD BERAISHIS- IN THE BEGINNING . THE HEBREW WORD BERAISHIS DENOTES THAT GOD IS THE OWNER OF THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE INCLUDING THE GEOGRAPHIC ISRAEL.

GOD WILLED THAT THE LAND OF ISRAEL BE GIVEN TO THE JEW; NOT TO ANY ONE ELSE.
NOT TO ANCIENTS LIVING 5000 YEAR AGO OR TODAY.

THE ANCIENTS ALSO ACCUSED THE JEW AS A THIEF A PLUDERER A LAND GRABBER.

DO THE INSULTS SOUND FAMILIER? THE SAME INSULTS SLANDER THAT THE PALESTINIANS THE EUROPEAN UNION THE UNITED NATIOS AND THEIR FAKE "INTERNATIONAL LAW" CREATE.
THUS THE PALESTINIANS ARE THE LIE
THE OCCUPATION THEY OCCUPY THE JEW’S LAND.
THE EUROPEANS ARE ENABLERS OF THE LIE.
THEY MERIT THE NAME THE PROSTITUTES.
THE EUROPEAN UNION LIKewise MERIT THE NAME THE PROSTITUTES.
INTERNATIONAL LAW CREATED BY THE ECONOMIC POWERFUL 50 MUSLIM COUNTRIES ALSO MERIT THE NAME THE LIE THEIR SUPPORTERS WHO SUPPORT THEM HAVE AN INTEREST TO OBTAIN THEIR BUSINESS THEIR OIL AND HAVE THEM PURCHASE THE SUPPORTERS PRODUCTS MERIT THE NAME
THE PROSTITUTES.
IN ALL FUTURE ESSYAS WE WILL REFER TO THE PLAESTININIANS AND THE MUSIM COUNTRIES THE LIE.
WE WILL REFER TO THE EUROPEANS THE EUROPEAN UNION THE UNITED NATIONS AND THE “LAWS” THEY PASS AGAINST ISRAEL THE PROSTITUTES
Palestinian lie exposed
Father of PA teen claims his son was hit in the head by a rubber bullet. Coordinator of Government Activities reveals the truth.

The Coordinator of Government Activities in the Territories, Major General Yoav Mordechai, revealed on Monday evening the truth behind the injury to Palestinian Arab teen Mohammed Tamimi last December.

Tamimi, who was arrested by IDF troops operating in Nabi Saleh overnight Sunday, is a relative of Ahed Tamimi, the Palestinian Arab teenager who was videotaped harassing and slapping IDF soldiers stationed in Nabi Saleh.
Coordination and Liaison Administration that in December he was injured in the skull while riding his bicycle and as a result of a fall and a bicycle javelin hitting his head," Maj. Gen. Mordechai revealed.

"The Palestinian culture of lies and incitement does not stop among the young and the older members of the Tamimi family," he added.
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David Lipker
2 Hours ago

the soldier who was slapped should be disciplined not putting tamimi into custudi and shooting he if shefocibli esisted. she slapped the jewish nation when she slapped a jewish soldier whee is the jewiish isaeli honor

Reply

Robby Feinstein
2 Hours ago

Lying and terrorism seem to be the only thing the Tamimi clan (or more appropriately, Klan) know how to do.

Reply

Emmett
21 Hours ago

Of all those Jew hating entities the IDF/govt is trying to impress or explain the truth to: WHO CARES? Just like sacrificing Jewish souls to show the goyim how pc Israel is with their suicidal "purity of arms". THEY DON'T CARE. I guess common sense isn't a prerequisite for being a general in a third world, leftunist land.

Reply
GOOD AFTERNOON, GOOD EVENING, GOOD NIGHT! THE TRUMAN SHOW OF THE VILLAGE. EVERYTHING DONE TO DEGRADE ISRAEL'S IMAGE. WOULD BE THE RESPONSABLE BE CHARGED BY THE LIES?

Reply

Cpa Cpa

It's not the sound of the shofar we are hearing. It's the sound of Arab lies, day in, day out... taqiyya, taqiyya, taqiyya. Israel, you're trying too hard to be good neighbors, it's not warranted, it's not necessary, it's fruitless, it's madness. After centuries, Arab societies are still the ball and chain of first world societies.

Reply

morris menash

A "bicycle javelin"? A-7 come on already. Don't you have any native English speakers on your staff?

Reply
@morris menash

William Geller

I agree. Do you happen to know what they’re referring to?

@William Geller

Janet Karmi

Probably a bicycle spoke

@William Geller

Emmett

Perhaps it’s an arab custom or game they play to immitate a midievel duel. But instead of being on horseback, they ride bicycles toward each other while trying to spear the opponent with a javelin or spear.

@mhloutsidebeltway

Feb 26, 2018

I got tired of the IDF always bending over backwards to prove how they go to extremes to never use force against Arab genocidal murderers. I await the day that the Arabim get their just deserts from Jewish warriors.

@mhloutsidebeltway

Feb 26, 2018

Uzi Kattan

The IDF emboldsens the Arab lies. Thir insane rules of engagement called the purity of arms is why the Arab can fabricate his lies. Had his son been shot with a real bullet with no apologies, he wouldn't have anything to say.
7 Dinner survey:

How do you like your frozen chicken?

7 EU, Arab League: Jerusalem must be a joint capital

European Union and Arab League countries call for Jerusalem to be the joint capital of Israel and a future Palestinian state.
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